Turning Wall Sculpture with Nick Agar August 3-7, 2020
Tool list:
Face shield with a Z87+ rating
Dust mask / nuisance vapour mask .
14” flute gouge eg 3/8” bar stock.
1/2”bowl gouge
Skew chisel
3/8” bowl gouge, preferably with fingernail grind. (OPTIONAL: also 1/4" AND 1/2" gouge)
1/4" spindle gouge (OPTIONAL: also 1/2" gouge)
Sorby texture / spiraling tools small and/ or large
Pyrography units e.g. razor tip or Burnmaster plus pens of your choice
Any micro motor plus hand pieces with burrs of your choice .
Flexible drive tool eg foredom / mastercarver / Dremel with hand-piece that will take 1/4” shaft
Orbicut 20”with soft cutters - I should have some for sale but don’t bank on it
Saburrtooth burs
Drill with sanding arbor and abrasive discs
Abrasives 80 grit through 600
Punches, such as leather, letter, number / wood carvers background punch
Small hammer
X-acto knife and blades
Small cutting mat
Airbrush - look at Harbor Freight for bottom fed double action with glass bottle.
- Set of six is about $140 or $25 single.
Air brush compressor with normally a 1/8th hose to fit standard 1/8th airbrush
Some alcohol based wood stain e.g., from Chroma-craft.
- Colors needed are black, red, blue and yellow -- any other colors are optional. Chromacraft clear dye sealer
Chroma-craft WRU -20 water deductible urethane is good for a finish through an air brush
-Can use your own lacquer as long as you spray outside .”
Viking silver gilt - by Chroma-craft
Also any other metallic effect Chroma-gilt colors like brass / copper etc. are recommended.
Rustina water based paints, from Chroma-craft -iron and Verdigris plus the activator.
3 or 4 cheap small paint brushes about 1/4 - 1/2” wide.
Foam paint pads/ foam brushes 1”-3” wide
Lo TAC masking tape (blue scotch is the best and edge lock is my favorite).
3-4 cheap tooth brushes
Optional but certainly help with sculpting and finishing
Mini grinder with arbor tech or carbide carving blade . Eg Merlin or proxon
Power sanding arbour and Velcro backed discs etc
Peel off and precut Airbrush stencils (E.g. available Chroma-craft or Packard).
Hot melt glue gun and sticks
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